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MONITORING IT AND LIBRARY BUSINESS 
SERVICE READINESS FOR START OF TERM 
2017/18 (ISG005) 
 

ISG005 PROJECT LESSONS LEARNED 

October 11, 2017 

OVERVIEW 

1. Project Background and Description 

The project was requested in order to provide the Information Services CIO and Senior 

Management Team better visibility across the various activities in IS and elsewhere in the 

University ahead of the “Critical Period” of change control (Welcome Week to Week Two - 

September 9th to October 1st 2017). Taking a project approach to providing visibility of activities 

provides assurance and confidence as to the level of “readiness” of services, projects, and 

people, in each area for the start of session. 

From the Project Website and Brief: 

This year, and for the first time, we will use a project  approach to ensure the readiness of our 
projects, services and people for the start of term. 

The framework delivered by this project will enable us to monitor our collective readiness for 
start of term and *does not* replace the very good work already being done within the 

ISG Divisions and across the University on start of term activities.  The project will leverage and 
build on on the service based work already done including the excellent start of Term Major 
incident report that User Services Division put together last year. 

This outputs from this project will include: 

 Business context for 2017/18 start of term in particular any changes in student 
numbers, business processes, people or systems which may impact on risk    

 Confirmation and visibility of the staff responsible for start of term readiness in each ISG 

Division  
 Visibility of the projects delivering services needed for the start of term, their delivery 

RAG status 

 Risk and dependency management at portfolio level for all ISG projects needed for the 
start of term   

 Visibility of the IT and Library Business Services needed for the start of term (based on 
the Service Catalogue) and their readiness RAG status  
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 Visibility of the people needed to deliver support services over the start of term period, 
including out of hours support, and their readiness RAG status   

 Processes for reviewing readiness of  services, projects and people at least fortnightly 
during the period June to October 2017   

 Ensuring clarity and effectiveness of the change management process focusing on 

the rules, process and details of the change control period before and during Start of 
Term 

 Ensuring measurement and reporting of  Start of Term KPIs  with a comparison against 
the equivalent data for last year. these KPIs will  include: 

o number of outages 
o overall student facing systems availability over the Start of Term period 
o usage stats 

o change requests requested and approved during the change control period. All 
these should be compared against last year's data. 

This project is starting in June 2017 and will cover all the period from the start of teaching in 
July (some areas  only), the formal start of the academic year on 1st August, International 
Arrivals Weekend 9-10 September, Welcome Week starting 11th September, Teaching Week 1 

starting 19th September and Teaching Week 2 starting 26th September. 

This project will provide an invaluable framework for ensuring a successful start of term as well 

as values information and lessons learned for future years.   

2.  Project Scope (From the Project Brief) 

2.  

From the Project Brief: 

In Scope 

This project will deliver a framework to allow the monitoring of collective readiness across 
Information Services for the start of term. 

The project will leverage and build upon service based work already done including the 
excellent Start of Term Major Incident report that User Services Division put together last year. 

The  project will seek to highlight areas of potential uncertainty, or hot spots in terms of 
resource requirements. 

The project will seek to build upon and support the excellent  work already done around the 
start of term period, and showcase best practice and lessons learned for future years  

 

Out of Scope 
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The project does not replace existing activities for the start of session within the ISG Divisions 
or across the University as a whole. 

Any areas of uncertainty will be communicated via the appropriate IS Divisional representative 
for management within the division (or service, or project as appropriate). 

 

3. Key Learning Points 

Positive 

It was generally acknowledged that the project was successful in demonstrating the value of a 

project approach to the start of session preparations, and several key stakeholders have 

requested that this approach is adopted for subsequent years with each year’s project learning 

lessons from each year and improving the overall process year by year. 

Negative 

There were some issues with communications outside of Information Services and across the 

University. In hindsight a more comprehensive communications plan at the outset could have 

helped to address this.  

There were some expectations on the project which conflicted with the scope as agreed in the 

Project Brief. It may be worthwhile being even more explicit on what is in and out of scope for 

future start of session projects. 

 

4. Comments and Observations 

This section outlines general comments and observations from the Project Team and feedback 

from the wider group of Stakeholders. Some of the issues raised provide further background to 

recommendations, and some points may be worthy of further detailed discussion, consideration 

or even contention by SMT. 

 The project team were clear that this project was simply needing to document and 
share the detail on out of hours policy for each area in order to signpost staff and SMT 
for escalation in the event of a major incident; it was clear that the project did not have 

the authority to dictate out of hours support policy – however there was an expectation 
in some areas that guidance or steer would be forthcoming. 

 

 Some tasks that the project team had considered / hoped would be relatively 
straightforward and not particularly time consuming, took longer than expected to be 
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completed; some of this was perhaps due to staff leave in some areas, but one 
observation was that some areas were looking to this project to give them a steer on 

what was being asked for (eg confirming staff contacts for out of hours, confirming 
hours for out of hours support from each area). 
 

 

 It is problematic to have projects which are deploying up to the wire, even where those 
deployments are expected to be completed before the Critical Period / Start of Term. It 
is quite common for there to be a need for some critical break-fixes following a software 

deployment. This has resulted in a number of necessary fixes being pushed through in 
Welcome Week, Week One, etc. following a deployment in late August. Generally this 
means making people live with bugs for longer. 

 

 Engagement was noticeably higher from some areas of IS than from others; at the 

outset of the project an expectation was set that representation on the project team 
would not be a heavy time commitment, but it was still a commitment; as an 
approximation, the investment of time from each representative was expected to be no 

more than 2-3 hours per week including regular team meetings and comms with local 
colleagues, although some representatives clearly invested more time in their areas.  
 

 The role of the directorate representatives could benefit from clarification. The way it 

worked this year was the reps collected the RAG status information (or got others to do 
this). The Project sponsor then contacted any project or service that was showing as 
amber or red to get a more detailed picture of the issues, next steps etc and used this 
information in the reporting to SMT. This level of interaction was quite time consuming, 

probably around 1-1.5 days a week for the sponsor, but meant the reports were 
accurate and meaningful. 
 

 The project also benefited from the support of a student intern to manae the 
administrative tasks of writing to reps, project managers etc and updating 
documentation. This takes 1.5-2 days per week and the project needs this level of 
administrative support. 

 
 

 There were issues where students were queued for a significant length of time at Old 
College, during which time the service itself indicated a RAG status of Green. 

 

 The start of term readiness project has exposed some weaknesses in our collective 
understanding of readiness in that it relies on self-reporting; to be clear there is no 
indication or intended inference of any lack of integrity in this self-reporting, but it 
perhaps shows that there can be many understandings or interpretations of 

“readiness”. For example, for some areas it seems that “Business as Usual” is “Ready” 
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even when there are actually many activities to be completed ahead of the start of 
term, with no tolerance for delay, and not always low-risk, but because this happens 

each year Service Owners consider those things ready. Some of those things maybe do 
need to happen at that time of year, but some of them could perhaps be done earlier 
with planning. 

 

 Using the Project RAG status guidance for indicating Service status proved challenging 
and contentious in some areas. It is understood that it is not desirable to introduce a 
multitude of RAG status criteria however it is clear that during this project there was a 
difference of opinion / interpretation in some areas and some thought needs to be put 

into achieving greater consistency. 
 

 The Project Team were asked to provide more frequent status reporting via the Projects 
Website during the project, which exposed some limitations with the tools. There was 
also some confusion between different stakeholder groups as to what updates would be 

provided. 
 

 In many cases there has been no choice but to permit fixes during the Special CAB 
period, because they are unarguably business critical. This could and should be managed 
more carefully next year (both through any readiness project and Special CAB). 

 
 

 There was confusion over the expectations on Out of Hours support. 
 

 Some areas of the University expressed surprise and dissatisfaction at the Change 
Freeze, exposing some gaps in communications regarding the Special CAB across the 
University. 

 

 The project team had to spend a disproportionate amount of effort following up with 
issues on many projects which had dependencies on deliverables from Estates and 

Buildings in order to adequately brief SMT members. A positive outcome from this was 
establishing a good relationship with the A/V team and better understanding the issues 
they had to deal with but with this also came the recognition that IS had little control 

over the status of these projects or the wider context (for example, buildings being 
unavailable for start of session infrastructure work to be completed during August due 
to the locations being Edinburgh Festival venues). 

 

 There could be better joined-up thinking around dependencies leading up to start of 

session (eg kiosks to conduct exit surveys not ready for get connected sessions). 

https://www.projects.ed.ac.uk/using-this-site/project-rag-status-guidance
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 There were some different expectations on the daily information to be delivered over 
the period of start of term. 

 

5. Recommendations 

This section outlines the main suggestions and recommendations from the Project Team and 

wider group of stakeholders for consideration in anticipation of planning ahead for the next 

Start of Session 2018/19 and beyond. 

We have split these into two sections 

1. Improvements for running the project 
2. Improvements to the start of year process itself 

 

Improvements to running the project 

 Take the key lessons and observations from the start of session 17/18 project and adopt 
the same project approach to the preparation for future sessions. 

  

 Start the “Start of Session Readiness” project earlier ahead of the next session to allow 
the project sufficient time for clearer communications in advance and for the project 

team including representatives of each area to agree responsibilities and commit to 
undertake tasks earlier. Recommendation is to start the project no later than the start 
of May 2018; ideally Mid April 2018. 

 Ensure tie up with Welcome Week group. Invite someone from this group to be on the 
project (possibly Annie Donnelly). This will ensure each area knows what the other is 
doing and communications from each project to end users is aligned. 
 

  

 Milestones for projects considered as delivering functionality required ahead of the 
start of session to be reviewed with respect to avoiding key delivery in the last few 
weeks leading up to the critical period; ideally plan project key deliveries to be 
completed no less than 6 weeks ahead of the change freeze period and in the case of 

projects where there is a risk of significant impact there should be consideration given 
to delaying delivery until after the change freeze period (it is recognised however that in 
the case of compliance projects where there is a hard deadline due to end of life 

support, or a limited window for deployment due to the otherwise unacceptable impact 
of service unavailability on users, this approach could prove much more challenging). 
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 There is a perception that some network switches are single points of failure and that 
issues with them can result in service availability incidents for large parts of the 
networking infrastructure with impact on the availability of key services; the project 

team recommends revisiting resilience around network switches. 
 
 

 Preventative measures to be put in place to remove / reduce the potential to create 
loops when plugging in network cables. 

  

 Better clarity to be provided on out of hours procedure / roles & responsibilities (not in 
scope for this project). 

  

 Better clarity needed on the scope of the start of term project and expectations on what 
it is intended to do (and in what, realistically, it can do). 

 Process for RAG status changes agreed with service owners at start of project with 
commitment from each IS Director / Business area on engagement. 

 

 Procedure for mid-month reporting should be agreed at the start of the project and the 
time commitment agreed with each project manager from outset. Likewise for ad-hoc 
RAG status changes. 

 

 Procedure for more frequent reporting to be agreed at start of the “Readiness for Start 
of Session” project and commitment agreed with each project manager from outset. 
Likewise for ad-hoc RAG status changes. 

 There needs to be better definition and agreement over expectations for the 
measurements and KPIs to be delivered over the period of start of term. Agree KPIs with 

SMT at the outset. We should be able to use the figures produced from this year as the 
basis for these. 

 Ensure correct level of resourcing has been allocated to the project. This should take in 
to account any new procedures added in future years eg coms plan. 

 Suggestion that SMT set expectation that there is a time commitment for 
representatives of each IS division on the project team, and that consideration be given 
to ensure that staff have capacity to attend meetings and provide two-way 
communications to and from their areas. 

 Create a lessons learned log at the outset of the “Readiness for Start of Session” project 
and maintain this throughout. 

 Recommendation that clear guidance on out of hours support for the start of session is 
agreed at SMT level ahead of the next year’s project in order to reduce ambiguity. 

 Develop and agree a better / different approach to Estates engagement. This in 
particular needs steer from SMT. 

 We should carry out a satisfaction survey over the start of year period (either week 0, or 
shortly afterwards) to collect feedback on the experience from the new students. 
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 More efficient way of updating project information required (for example, if using the 
Projects website then an area for review could be the admin of start of term portfolio 
and security policies for the project logs of the projects included). 

  
 

 Improvements to the start of year process 

 Lift change freeze for some managed desktop changes that are considered low risk and 
important for students and academics. 

 Understand the work that regularly takes place at this time of year for the Supported 

Desktop and standardise suitable changes, while providing appropriate notice of the 
Change Freeze period to mitigate changes which are not suitable to be standardised. 
 

 Inform CO community about Get Connected sessions being run over start of year so 

they can refer students to these. 

 Create a lessons learned log at the outset of the “Readiness for Start of Session” project 
and maintain this throughout. 
Look at setting up an express print service for bank letters  somewhere in main library. 

This is an extremely popular and important task when students first arrive. 

 Activate new student cards over coming up weekend rather than wait until overnight 
run on Monday. 

 There is a perception that some network switches are single points of failure and that 
issues with them can result in service availability incidents for large parts of the 

networking infrastructure with impact on the availability of key services; the project 
team recommends revisiting resilience around network switches. 

  

  
 Preventative measures to be put in place to remove / reduce the potential to create 

loops when plugging in network cables. 
 

 Recommendation that clear guidance on out of hours support for the start of session is 
agreed at SMT level ahead of the next year’s project in order to reduce ambiguity. 

 

 Suggestion that SMT set expectation that there is a time commitment for 
representatives of each IS division on the project team, and that consideration be given 
to ensure that staff have capacity to attend meetings and provide two-way 

communications to and from their areas. 

  

 Rename the “Central” wireless network to “Visitor” to discourage students from 
connecting. 
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 Restrict the “Central” wireless network to discourage students from connecting. 

 

 Develop and agree a better / different approach to Estates engagement. This in 
particular needs steer from SMT. 

  

 Additional campus based local events which are easier for some student groups to 
attend. (for example, Get connected at Kings Buildings). 

  

 Deliver services on the coming up Saturday. 
 
 

 More efficient way of updating project information required (for example, if using the 
Projects website then an area for review could be the admin of start of term portfolio 
and security policies for the project logs of the projects included). 
 

 There needs to be better definition and agreement over expectations for the 
measurements and KPIs to be delivered over the period of start of term. 

  

 Main Library help/welcome desk: purchase branded table cloth for welcome desk. 

  

 Library bag packing: employ students; bags for all new students (this would double cost 
so need for much bigger budget, plus cost of staff to pack them); content poor so 

improve the quality and range of freebies; as an alternative: do not pack the bags, hand 
them out and monitor students taking items from a ‘buffet’ of other free stuff. 

  

 Multiple help points in the Main Library: comment made about plethora of help but 

feeling was this is supportive of the students; maybe only have ground floor welcome 
desk, dispense with first floor desk – however the latter aided the flow of students out 
of the library, as most had entered via temporary west door and need orientation from 
the first floor landing. 

  

 Place Help Services student helper in HUB in welcome week. 

  

 Provide enhanced self-help printing: quick use guide in print to hand out, place Help 
Services student helpers in multiple print pods. 

  

 Eduroam process is not fit for purpose, guidance is good but is not the whole solution 
(NB Innovation fund bid from Operational Services/Help Services submitted). 

  

 Help Services to consider preventing prospective library members from joining (week 
One) or redirect to other sites (welcome week); and/or prevent access as per 
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revision/exam period (this would require senior management support and may not be 
what we want). 

  

 Resource a full welcome and IT support service from Saturday of arrival weekend and 
technical support for card. 

  

 Revise helpdesk service hours, to offer 1000-1700 Sat and Sun of arrival weekend. 

  

 Review with ITI door access deletions being suspended June-September. 

  

 Missing content in library guides and printed materials should be reviewed; advertise 
timescales of deliverables that welcome week group are working to, eg publication 
dates of printed material. 
 

 

ISG005 Project Team 

October 2017 
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